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Abstract

Graphical models facilitate communicating hypothesized or tested relationships between variables and are welcome in information systems publications. However, insufficient knowledge exists about design conventions for such models, lowering their communicative effectiveness. This paper investigates how graphical research models are used in the information systems literature. Theoretically, the article bears upon the perspective of prototypicality and cognitively effective design of conceptual modeling notations. Based on an analysis of 134 research models from 589 articles in information systems journals, we tentatively demonstrate prototypical features of visual research models and outline many unique graphical variations. We develop a set of hypotheses on how prototypicality influences preferences for research models and their comprehensibility and describe how we intend to test these hypotheses empirically. A broader goal of this research is to develop an effective modeling notation for research models to support researchers in constructing unambiguous visual models for their research.

1. Introduction

Developing a graphical research model is a typical part of the research process for many information systems researchers and such a visualization gives “an overview of the factors being studied in an empirical setting, such as the independent and dependent factors in an experiment, the important theoretical constructs and their relationships in a survey, or the set of hypotheses or propositions to be tested, explored or falsified” [1, p. 130]. In many cases, graphical research models may help readers to understand the research setting of an empirical study more efficiently without having to read the article in detail, especially because research models depict all variables in a single overview [2]. There is hardly any scientific investigation on graphical aspects of research models, despite different research fields extensively using such visual displays in their publications. Schraw and Gutierrez’s [3] content analysis is a rare exception, as they investigated visual displays in the Journal of Educational Psychology between 2010 and 2014, and included research models as one type of visual display. They also pointed out that visual displays are “underresearched” given their frequent use and relevance. Insights into how research models can be used appropriately as graphical tools would help researchers to better communicate their research and help other researchers inside and outside the research discipline, as well as students and other interested readers, to read (and learn to read) such visual representations more easily [3]. Moreover, such consistent representations of research models help a researcher in a discipline to know better what we know and facilitate both the replication of research and the work on literature and meta-evaluations.

Although many IS research articles employ graphical diagrams, and conceptual modeling is a relevant IS research stream, it is surprising that almost no efforts have been undertaken to develop a common modeling notation for research models so far. A notable exception is presented by Mueller [4], who describes a meta-model for causal theories and also proposes a visual notation for describing theories which could be used to depict also research models. However, in this research no rationale was given why the specific symbols were chosen.

Language is the medium for creating a common ground [5] as it facilitates a shared understanding of concepts. The choice of a modeling notation is particularly relevant, because “the world (reality) is never given to us in and of itself, but only through interpretation in some language” [6, p. 148]. A modeling notation well defined and agreed upon by researchers would fundamentally improve research model comprehension and research idea communication within a research discipline.

Such a modeling notation should facilitate creating models that a researcher would understand...
intuitively, quickly and effortlessly. Following semantic and graphical conventions existing in the research community – i.e., making a model as typically-looking for the community as possible – would be essential for the effortless model comprehension. We expect that since graphical research models have long been used in IS, the prototypical features – i.e. established visual conventions – of such models have already evolved and we can integrate them in the modeling notation. These features are a suitable basis for developing future modeling notations, as they are likely to improve model idea-communication effectiveness: recent research in web design has showed that following visual conventions [7] and increasing prototypicality [8] improves webpage user performance.

This paper develops insights into the effects of prototypicality on research models, ultimately aiming at developing a standardized modeling notation for research models in IS. Research on modeling notations has not yet explicitly addressed prototypicality, since the concepts such as familiarity and experience with a specific notation are focused on when an explicit notation already exists [9]. However, researchers have implicitly noted the relevance of prototypicality, e.g., Scaife and Rogers [10, p. 199] stated that “[a] circuit diagram, an architectural plan or a mathematical notation comprise a set of meaningless symbols to the uninitiated; they only take on their intended meaning through learning the conventions associated with them.” Psychological research further showed that the mere exposure of stimuli leads to less effortful, faster perceptual processing [11], which provides a theoretical explanation why prototypical research models should be advantageous to non-prototypical models in research communication effectiveness.

If, on the other hand, one relies on the status quo to derive a modelling standard, there is also a danger of perpetuating a suboptimal status quo, e.g. to continue randomly established modelling conventions which actually have a low cognitive effectiveness and which could be improved. We therefore also intend to identify constructive, positive deviations [see e.g. 12], i.e. features of research models that are rarely used, but beneficial from a cognitive point.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. We first formulate hypotheses on whether prototypicality increases research model comprehensibility as well as acceptance among researchers, which we will test in our future work. To be able to investigate the effect of prototypicality in research models, we then focus our attention on identifying what constitutes prototypicality in a second step. Therefore, this paper also provides preliminary results on the identification of prototypical features of research models based on a sample of IS research models, which we will refine in future work and test empirically using an eye-tracking experiment. Finally, we outline further steps on how we intend to test our hypotheses in detail.

2. Graphical research models

On the one hand, one objective of graphical research models is to visualize variables, which are measurable representations of abstract constructs, i.e. operationalized theoretical ideas [13]. On the other hand, they want to visualize hypotheses, which are described as “suggested linkages between constructs” [1, p. 19] or as “testable relationship between two or more variables” [1, p. 21]. In case of research models, we prefer the latter definition, because it emphasizes the measurable characteristic of these initially abstract constructs. Furthermore, research models can depict, for instance, whether constructs are uni- or multi-dimensional and which indicator variables are used to measure latent variables. Variables differ in their “nature of association with each other” [13, p. 20]. In short, independent variables (causes) have an effect on dependent variables (effects). Researchers try to hold other extraneous variables that affect the dependent variable constant or try to monitor and measure them as control variables. Moderating (or intervening) variables influence the strength of the relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable; such an effect can be represented, for example, as interaction effect in an analysis of variance. A mediating variable can explain the relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable.

Graphical research models represent scripts of implicit underlying domain-specific modeling languages. Compared to general-purpose graphical modeling languages such as UML (Unified Modeling Language), which can be used to model different perspectives for almost any kind of (information) system, domain-specific modeling languages are tailored for use by people in a particular domain. A domain-specific modeling language “directly represents the problem space by mapping modeling concepts to domain concepts” [14, p. 19]. It matches vocabularies and mental representations of the domain experts and can, therefore, be a powerful and easy-to-use tool in a certain domain. Generally, a graphical modeling notation offers “a set of graphical symbols (visual vocabulary), a set of compositional
rules (visual grammar), and definitions of the meaning of each symbol (visual semantics)” [15, p. 756] to form valid expressions, i.e., diagrams. Graphical symbol include “1D graphic elements (lines), 2D graphic elements (areas), 3D graphic elements (volumes), textual elements (labels) and spatial relationships” [15, p. 757]. Hitchman [16] has noted that the development of modeling notations often neglects theoretical considerations and that authors sometimes document no reasons or design rationale for choosing particular symbols. When considering the use of research models with self-invented graphical elements in research articles as an implicit proposal of a modeling notation, we could gain a similar impression: there is an unconscious design culture of research models in the information systems (IS) discipline, which researchers do not explicitly reflect upon. Obviously, researchers use examples of previous research models to construct their own research models. However, typically, researchers neither reference a modeling notation they used and only seldom explain the meaning of symbols and their respective relationships in their articles. Research models remain ambiguous; hence readers may find it hard to interpret them, e.g., when relationships between variables represent a hypothesized causal relationship or why variables have different shapes. Mueller [4, 17] as a rare exception discusses modeling approaches for causal theories in the IS field, e.g., for modeling theories, inter-theory relationships, theory evolution, and relationships between causal theories and empirical data. His proposal for theory visualization describes modeling conventions that remind of research models and could partly also be used to visualize research models [4, p. 4911]: “Constructs are visualized as ovals, and causal propositions are represented as arrows with a symbol and color indicating the sign […] interaction effects are visualized by an arrow leading to the proposition […]”.

Other domains have successfully demonstrated how powerful the establishment of an accepted visual modeling standard can be, such as UML for the software domain or BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) for the business process domain. Proposals of new diagram types as the entity-relationship model for database design [18] are capable of advancing a field of research. In the field of scientific research, there are visually standardized representations that have been able to establish themselves, e.g., the Prisma flow diagram with which selection criteria are to be described in systematic reviews and meta-analyses [19].

3. Hypotheses development

3.1 Prototypical features of research models

Prototypicality describes the extent to which an exemplar is perceived to represent a group or category [20]. The notion of prototypicality originated from the research on the prototype theory of concepts [21], which described concepts – entities that are used in thought and reasoning – as structured sets of properties that these concept instances were likely to possess. For example, it is quite likely that the concept instance “bird” has the set of properties “flying” and “laying eggs”. In addition, prototypicality correlates with familiarity, since common examples are highly likely to be prototypical. However, prototypicality is different from familiarity because it is likely that one will remember atypical examples as well since they seem familiar [20]. Most researchers used prototypicality (or typicality) as the opposite of novelty (or newness) [22, 23], whereas others tried to distinguish the two as independent dimensions [24], which, however, have a strong negative impact on each other. We follow the former approach and treat prototypicality and novelty as the opposites of a single dimension.

Previous research has implied that family resemblance – the proportion of attributes shared between an item and a group – determines the prototypicality of an item [25]. Therefore, estimating family resemblance requires defining and outlining relevant attributes. A frequency value of such attributes – i.e., the chance of encountering an item as a member of a category – could be used for this, since it is considered to be a significant predictor of prototypicality [20]. This could also give an indication of which attribute is central to a category. The core of our study is to perceive category membership as graded, with some visual research models closer to the category center (i.e., the category prototype) and others further away from the center. Prototypicality in our context relates to the underlying semantic constructs presented in the research models (e.g., an independent variable) and the graphical symbols used to represent them (e.g., a rectangle) [15].

We next turn to the effect of prior exposure to examples of research models on design decisions for research model creation. Formatting guidelines, textbooks on research methods or statistical tools that require visualizing research models could potentially influence researchers to choose particular geometrical shapes for depicting research models. Rather as a side note, incidentally, the ICIS 2019 paper template is a
case in point for employing rectangular shapes in their visual research model, which subsequently could encourage researchers to adopt this “modeling notation.” The ECIS 2019 paper template, on the other hand, depicts a research model with ellipses. All templates of the IS basket journals we searched do not contain any examples of graphical research models. In this context, the research stream on “functional fixation” – a cognitive bias to use an object as it is normally used – has demonstrated how prior examples influence design tasks [26]. While we do not expect prior examples to have a negative effect, we still deem it necessary to look at possible influence factors, as there might exist different subgroups of “prototypical” research models. Jansson and Smith [27], for instance, found that designers tend to conform to examples provided to them in a conceptual design task.

In light of these results, we assume that researchers will adhere to the research models exposed to previously. In particular, we hypothesize that these prototypical visual features of research models in papers may differ slightly depending on the statistical methods used. Papers employing SEM – e.g., partial least square (PLS) analysis – typically include the concept of indicator variables, which is not used when adopting other analysis methods. The use of ellipses in research models is probably inspired by path diagrams, e.g., Remler et al. [28] prompt path diagrams to use ovals for variables and cause-and-effect arrows for representing relationships. That could be a reason for some SEM tools offering ovals for modeling (latent) variables. Based on their observations of research style guidelines, Pastor and Finney [29, p. 112] note that “researchers are not normally encouraged to include path diagrams in their publications unless the statistical model being employed is an obvious member of the SEM family (e.g., path analysis, models with latent variables).” Due to their usefulness and ability to convey complex information more easily than texts or in mathematical model equations could, Pastor and Finney [29] strongly advocate that researchers should use path diagrams more often to represent research models, even if they use statistical methods other than SEM.

Following from the discussion above, we seek to address three research questions that serve as a foundation for our paper:

**RQ1:** Which semantic constructs do “prototypical” research models in the IS discipline depict?

**RQ2:** What do “prototypical” research models look like in the IS discipline?

**RQ3:** Do “prototypical” research models differ for papers employing SEM from papers using other statistical methods?

Based on identifying and answering these research questions it will be possible to test the following hypotheses.

### 3.2 The influence of prototypicality on preference and comprehension of research models

The frequency of instantiation might account for such a part, as it is a significant predictor of prototypicality [20], which refers to the chance of encountering an item as a member of the category, and determines what is learned to be the central exemplar of the category.

The processing fluency theory explains the link between prototypes and user preference. The theory asserts that the effort to mentally process a stimulus determines the liking of that stimulus [30]. The stimulus prototypicality – along with other stimulus aspects, such as the cognitive complexity of the notational elements and one’s experience with it – determines the amount of mental processing effort of a research model. This effort, in turn, determines subconscious liking and feeling of familiarity, which translates into positive attitudes towards specific research models. We expect this preference to be reflected in further “subjective” measurements in the form of preference for it. For example, research in psychology has shown that prototypicality influences product preference [31]. Reber, Schwarz and Winkielman [11, p. 371] posit that “numerous studies confirm that prototypical and "average" forms are preferred over nonprototypical ones.” In addition, we consider it as relevant in which group graphical conventions are established for a research model. As we focus on prototypicality of research models in the IS discipline, members from other research communities might not be familiar with the conventions that have evolved in the IS community; thus, for them, these models would not constitute “prototypical” research models. Also from the point of view of the scientific exchange of different research disciplines, it is relevant to know how other research communities perceive prototypical research models of the IS discipline. Hence, we hypothesize:

**H1a:** Information systems researchers prefer research models with higher prototypicality.

**H1b:** The preference for research models with higher prototypicality is higher for information systems researchers than for information systems
students and researchers from outside of information systems.

Prototypicality may also be crucial for improving the comprehensibility of research models – the amount of mental effort to understand a model –, and a research model is useless if the reader cannot understand it. We draw on the principle of semantic transparency to explain the relationship between prototypicality and comprehension. Semantic transparency refers to how intuitively users associate the meaning of a symbol with its visual appearance [15], and runs on a continuum from semantic perversity (where users infer an opposite or different meaning from a visual symbol or a visual relationship) to semantic immediacy (where users immediately understand the meaning of a visual symbol or a visual relationship) [15]. This contributes to the ease of mental processing of the symbol (cf., the link between prototypicality and ease of processing [32], which then translates in the effort of understanding.

Most symbols used in research models are neither semantically immediate nor do they provide cues on their meaning. Using design conventions could improve comprehensibility, particularly for research diagrams and models, which describe abstract constructs that cannot be demonstrated with realistic pictures, but require learned, convention-based visual symbols [33]. Commonly encountered symbols and visual features determine a convention, and adherence to the convention determines visualization prototypicality. Higher prototypicality implies higher adherence, and thus, higher comprehensibility. Furthermore, the schema theory presumes knowledge to be organized in mind in schemata – patterns of preconceptions associated with categories and individual stimuli [34, 35]. A more prototypical stimulus is associated more strongly with the preconceptions about its category than a less prototypical stimulus.

The higher comprehensibility of prototypical research models may not be valid for all readers, especially those outside the research area in which a prototypical representation has developed. Scaife and Rogers [10, p. 210] note that the benefits of graphical representations are “due to years of practice of perceptual processing of visual stimuli and the learning of graphical conventions.” Research on modeling notations has demonstrated in many studies that experience and familiarity with modeling notation are linked to model comprehension [9]. Researchers working in an area where prototypical research models have evolved encounter them regularly and have learned the meaning of different symbols used while other potential readers may not. Therefore, we posit:

H2a: Information systems researchers better understand research models with higher prototypicality.

H2b: The comprehensibility of research models with higher prototypicality is higher for information systems researchers than for information systems students and researchers from outside of information systems.

4. Preliminary steps to identify prototypical features of research models used in the IS literature

4.1 Search strategy, procedure, and sample

We solely extracted research models from the most prominent journals. Therefore, so far, we have downloaded all articles from the following journals of the years 2016-2017: European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), Information Systems Journal (ISJ), Information System Research (ISR), Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS), Journal of Strategic Information Systems (JSIS) and MIS Quarterly (MISQ), Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS) and the Journal of Information Technology (JIT). Additionally, we screened all articles for visual research models manually. Within this data basis, we spotted 132 of 589 articles containing visual research models; thus 22% of articles included at least one research model (two articles even included two research models, totaling in 134 research models).

The first step was to categorize constructs, all visual elements and variables applied in the research models which was done by three coders. We detailed the visual characteristics of variables, perceptual grouping of variables (in the form of a common region [36]), relationships between variables, occurrences of labels for hypotheses and reading direction. As pointed and rounded edges were used interchangeably, we combined them in our analysis. We characterized the graphical visualization employed for the different types of variables (e.g., ellipses, squares or another form) as well as for the different relationships between them (e.g., edges with arrowheads or lines) in detail. The frequency of each graphical visualization can then help us to determine a favored “prototypical” research model in the IS discipline.
4.2 Preliminary analysis and discussion

Figure 1 presents a research model with high prototypical features and Figure 2 a model with low prototypical gradation according to our preliminary analysis as described below.

Figure 1 Derived example of a model with high prototypicality

Figure 2. Derived example of a model with low prototypicality

By definition, prototypicality is the distance between a research model and a category prototype within a feature space. Estimating such distance requires defining (1) a feature space, (2) a distance measure, and (3) a category prototype. First, we established the feature space by analyzing the distinct features of the research models at hand. Table 1 differentiates between the following feature spaces: variables, grouping of variables, relationship between variables, occurrence of labels for hypotheses, and reading direction. We also identified sub-feature spaces, for instance, symbol choice or shape demarcation. The number of occurrences for a specific manifestation of a feature was selected as the distance measure. Looking at the number, the category prototype is defined by the highest number of occurrences. However, based on the number of manifestations we also defined two additional gradations for prototypicality: medium and low. Each research model needs to be checked against the predetermined gradations for prototypicality.

A lower prototypicality of a certain feature leads to a greater variation of the possible feature characteristic. When looking at shape choices with low prototypicality, for instance, researchers use various abstract symbols like pyramids or clouds. High prototypical features, on the other hand, enjoy a certain constancy in their number of different characteristics. Rectangles, e.g., are represented with pointed and rounded edges. In comparison to a completely different shape, this represents a much smaller nuance, which is why we consolidated them. Since our overall goal is to propose a unified model notation for the IS discipline, the results of the table can be used to create high and low prototypical models to highlight their idiosyncrasies.

High prototypical features are also in line with the symbols proposed by Mueller [4] to visualize theories: rectangles with rounded edges (labelled ovals in [4]) for constructs and directed edges (labelled arrows in [4]) for relationships. In contrast to his proposal, we note that research models in our dataset include not only “constructs”, but typically several types of variables (e.g. control, independent and dependent variables). Concerning grouping of variables, Mueller [4, p. 4911] has mentioned that “hypernymic propositions are visualized as enclosures of the subconstruct by the super-construct”, and has used a rectangle with rounded edges and a solid line to represent it, which is also the most common choice for research models.

Table 1. Preliminary extraction of prototypical features of research models (based on a sample of 134 visual research models).
4.3 Limitations and Challenges

The proposed approach to improving the comprehensibility of visual research models may have several limitations and face several challenges. First, relying on prototypicality for theoretical guidance in developing a unified model notation may result in the notation being optimized only for a particular demographic or time period, since what is prototypical changes over time and from one social group to another. Future research may need to repeat the analyses (Table 1) separately, e.g., for different sub-fields of IS.

Second, developing a unified model notation may be impractical for such a diverse research field as IS, e.g., because several prototypes (e.g., for SEM) – may exist: related research in web design showed that users view different webpage layouts as prototypical for different website categories [8]. However, our preliminary analysis suggests that only one visual-notation prototype likely exists for the IS research models. Future research will validate this observation. Another danger of a proposed notation could be that construct deficit (missing construct for an ontological concept) or symbol deficit (missing symbol for a semantic construct) could limit the possibilities of expression for researchers wishing to use it [15].

Third, we only analyzed a subset of visual properties of research models. We focused on those features in which we could observe variation in the data set. Future research may need to expand the subset to include, e.g., text (font types and sizes, and use of upper- and lowercase letters for different elements) and color properties. Adding them may further require enlarging the sample of models to analyze, possibly including the models from other fields using research models, such as psychology or management science, which would allow researchers to contrast the differences between these fields and IS.

Finally, prototypicality may need to be complemented as a guiding principle of the unified model notation with other design principles, such as higher perceptual discriminability or lower visual complexity (cf., the principles in [15]). Future research will establish the relative contribution of each principle to model comprehensibility, though prototypicality may also be crucial for adoption, as the resulting unified model notation could be readily adopted in the field without personnel re-training since it would be based on what the personnel was already used to. The different principles do not necessarily exclude or contradict each other, but rather complement each other: perceptual

| Shape Choice | Rectangle (92%) | Ellipse, circle, pyramid (8%), curly bracket, arrow, cloud |
| Shape Demarcation (Lines, Area Color) | Solid line (51%) | Dashed line (41%) | Miscellaneous (e.g. colored area; 8%), without demarcation |
| Labelling | Inside common region (75%) | Outside common region (19%) | Directly on common region’s line (6%) |

| Relationship between Variables (Causal Propositions) | Prototypicality | High | Medium | Low |
| Line Choice | Solid line (83%) | Dashed line (15%) | Double solid line (2%) |
| Connectedness | Connected (97%) | - | Not connected (3%) |
| Control Variable | Connecte (66%) | Not connected (34%) | - |
| Relationship Demarcation | One type of edge (74%) | Two types of different edges (24%) | Four types of different edges (2%) |

| Occurrence of Labels for Hypotheses | Prototypicality | High | Medium | Low |
| Labeling | Abbreviation with numbers (47%) | Abbreviation with numbers and letters (34%) | No explicit label (19%) |
| Direction | No (65%) | Yes (e.g., plus/minus; 35%) | - |

| Reading Direction | Prototypicality | High | Medium | Low |
| Direction | Left-to-right (90%) | - | Top-to-bottom (10%) |
discrimination and visual complexity address the early, perceptual stages of mental processing, whereas prototypicality addresses the latter, cognitive stages.

5. Future Work

Future work will consist of three steps. First, we will sample and analyze more visual research models to identify features of IS research model with high and low prototypicality. In an ontological analysis, we intend to identify relevant semantic constructs presented in the research models, and symbolic vocabulary used to represent them. We also will derive a meta-model for research models based on the identified feature space building upon the meta-model for causal theories by [4].

For the final dataset of research models to derive prototypical features, we intend to download articles from more volumes of the journals. Additionally, we plan to include more researchers when analyzing specific manifestations within defined feature spaces. This allows us to ensure that the results are independent of the observer and test for inter-rater reliability. At the moment, our research does not yet include the differentiation of whether SEM was applied or not. However, it may well be that other prototypical models exist for SEM or other statistical models since tools use visual modeling to specify the model. Accordingly, two types of prototypical research models may have to be developed, one created with and one without SEM.

Furthermore, we will also take a closer look at how interaction effects are visualized as mentioned by Mueller [4].

Second, we plan to conduct an online survey with a sample of consistent of three different target groups: novices, IS researchers and researchers from other disciplines. We want to include novices, e.g. information systems bachelor students who have had little contact with graphical research models yet, because they have therefore not yet been “brainwashed” to be familiar and prefer a common, but not intuitive representation of research models. It is also relevant from the point of view of the scientific exchange of different research disciplines to know how other research communities perceive prototypical research models of the IS discipline, this is why we include researchers from outside the discipline.

We plan to confront participants with pairwise comparisons of research models. In each pairwise comparison, one model is high on prototypicality, while the second model differs in that it has a non-prototypical feature with low prototypicality. To ease the visual comparison, we will highlight the visual difference between the two models, e.g., with color. We examine only one feature at a time (e.g., symbol choice for control variables) and keep all other elements constant to mitigate confounding variables. These paired comparisons will be based on the previously defined feature spaces. We will ask the participants to select the model they would prefer to read (or use) in a paper. Since prototypical features are faster to categorize [25], reaction times will be an indicator of the relevance of a specific feature for prototypicality. For each pairwise comparison, we will use a different research model. We intend to create three parallel versions of the experimental material, each using its own set of research models to exclude the possibility for a confounding effect of a particular research model.

Finally, we plan to assess comprehensibility of research models with low or high (visual) prototypical features in an eye-tracking experiment with a Tobii Spectrum using a between-subject design. Eye movements will also likely be descriptive of prototypicality, as less prototypical models could result in longer saccades, e.g., due to less-orderly information search patterns. Comprehension items will ask participants whether specific research hypotheses can be derived from a research model. Research models will be informationally equivalent to avoid confounding with the number of semantic constructs represented. In order to validate the content of our treatments, we have the participants rate the models with regard to three semantic differential parameters: exemplar goodness, typicality, and representativeness [20].

6. Conclusion

The paper proposed that from a theoretical perspective, prototypicality of research models should be advantageous in terms of comprehension and preference, especially for researchers within the IS discipline. We plan to test our developed hypotheses on the superiority of research models with prototypical features by conducting a survey and an eye-tracking experiment. In addition, our research will help to identify “constructive deviations”, i.e. features of research models that are rarely used, but beneficial from a cognitive point of use to foster innovation and not just perpetuate the status quo. With the research proposed in this paper, we further intend to provide first insights on the use of graphical research models in the IS discipline, serving as a valuable initial contribution to opening the black box.
on which semantic constructs are typically represented and how they are visualized. This knowledge of current prototypical features of research models can serve as an empirical basis for developing a standardized graphical notation for research models in future work. Such a notation can improve research reporting and could also be of interest for other disciplines in the social sciences.
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